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CHICAGO – Patrick McDonald of HollywoodChicago.com, who appears each Friday at 4:35pm on Star 96.7 FM (Joliet, Illinois) during the
Eddie Volkman Show, will participant further with Eddie on a April 26th Streaming Movie Special with the theme of “Comfort Films” to watch
during the pandemic quarantine.

The Special will be on the Star 96.7 website and other platforms – the Star 96.7 Facebook and YouTube pages – LIVE at 6pm CST (7pm EST,
4pm PST) for about 30-40 minutes and will have the option of on-screen audience participation.

Audience members can join Patrick and Eddie on the show by clicking here [18] during the showtime.

The “watch only” option is available by clicking here [19].

Screen Near You: Eddie Volkman and Patrick McDonald with Audience Participation

Photo credit: Patrick McDonald for HollywoodChicago.com

Eddie Volkman is an iconic Chicagoland radio voice, influencing the area for over 30 years. He is the son of TV weatherman Harry Volkman,
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who himself influenced the art of meteorology on early Chicago television. After on-air stints in Austin and San Francisco in the 1980s, Eddie
came back to Chicago on B96 FM, where he was paired with Joe “JoBo” Bohannon. Eddie and JoBo ruled the airwaves for 22 years, and
kept the partnership alive afterward through TV commercials and other appearances.

Eddie’s love of radio has kept him on the air as a solo performer, and he currently works the afternoon shift (2pm-7pm) on Star 96.7. Patrick
McDonald first appeared on Eddie’s podcast four years ago, and has contributed film reviews to the show ever since.

The Eddie Volkman Show is weekdays, 2pm-7pm on Star 96.7 FM in Joliet, Illinois. The show is also available in real time via the station’s
website by clicking Star967.net [20] 
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